Well Manager® for Crawl Space Applications
Overall Size 71.25”L x 37” W x 39”H

WM210CPLH-50LPC
Amazing Performance
From Unbelievably Poor Wells
When height is a problem





























Patented in the US & Canada
Uses your existing well pump
Will fit in 39” high crawl space
Complete self contained Well
Management System use on wells
that produce as little as 1/10th gpm
Easy to install slide into place, pipe
inlet, outlet, make wiring connections
and it turn on
Expand storage easily by connecting
additional tanks only 26.5” high
Provide Consistent Pressure every
bit as impressive as city water
Remarkably Quiet
Rectangular Storage Tanks of PE
resin meeting FDA regulation 21 CFR
177.1520 © 3.1 & 3.2, extra heavy
walled tanks made to last
Tanks come with everything
installed on them:
Well Manager Nema 4 dual voltage
120/240V UL/cUL Listed control
panel for 1 or 2 wells built to
industrial standards installed on the
tank – end or side mount available
All penetrations water tight
Low water cut off protects pressure
pump installed in tank
Flow Detector protects well pump
Timing control protects well from
overpumping
Everything can be unbolted from
tank
Tank level controls pass NSF 61
Potable Water
230V pumps draw 5.5 amps; 115
volt units draw 11.0 amps
All but 3” of stored water usable
Overfill Shutoff with manual reset
stops overflows
Tank air vent filtered
1” inlet & outlet
All field wiring connections by wire
nut in one box
Service or replace pump without
draining tank
Installation, set up and
maintenance Manual
Many options available see back

This packaged unit requires less head room than anything else on the
market and the pump can be removed with the system installed in a 39”
high crawl space.
Electrical requirements:
Systems with 115 volt pressure pump: one 230V 20 amp circuit (generally
the existing well pump circuit), one 15 amp 115V circuit
Systems with 230V well & pressure pump: two 230V 20 Amp circuits, one
115 V 15 amp circuit.
Everything will unbolt from the tank so the pieces can be moved through
smaller openings into the crawl space where they can be reassembled.
Works on very poor wells and delivers great pressure.

Available Through:

Made in the USA by Reid Plumbing Products LLC
317 Route 31N, Hopewell, NJ, USA 08525
800-211-8070 from the USA & Canada +1 609-466-4347 Elsewhere
Fax 609-466-3982
www.wellmanager.com

When height is a problem - More Storage
In Less Space
Rectangular tanks permit larger storage capacities in less floor space
than round tanks. Several tanks can be assembled to provide generous
storage even in a crawl space.
When you do not have a lot of height, these horizontally configured
systems are the answer. They measure 37” W x 71.25” long x 39” High
with everything mounted on the tank. In a pinch, everything unbolts so
you can put them through small openings 26.5” x 37” and then
reassemble the system when you get it in place.

WM210CPLH-50LPC 39” High

Increase Storage by Adding Tanks
Matching storage tanks are only 26.5” to the top of the lid. Connecting
manifolds are available

Spray Boom Fill
A Spray Boom Fill can reduce or remove sulfur odors, and gasses like,
H2S, Oxygen, CO, CO2, Methane, natural gas and Radon without
chemicals or additional mechanical equipment. This reduces the space
required for treatment equipment and uses less energy than other
treatment methods.
Using a Spray Boom Fill for odor, flammable gas or Radon removal
requires the addition of a power vent to the exterior of the building.
WM210CPH 49” High

Unit with a spray boom and blower that runs as tank is filling

WM210CPV with extra tanks 74” High

Delivery Rates at Outlet of CP Models
@35
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½ HP 10 GPM 120 V
13
12.5
12
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4.25
1.5
Off
Table shows flow rates through a CP Module. Flows through your pressure tank in non CP models will be higher.
Pump Installed

Options

Remote Tank Level
Indicator
24 volt display can be
mounted in laundry, kitchen or
next to the door to the garage.
Comes wired with plug-in
pigtail

Stop Loss Control
Water the lawn but hold
enough reserve for your
shower or prevent running
toilets from emptying your
tank. Order with a system
and we install it on the
tank.

2 Channel Notifier
Calls one or several people of
your choice. A voice tells them
where it is calling from and
what the problem is! Turn off
alarm from your phone and
listen in to noises in
mechanical spaces

Spray Boom Fill
Sprays the water from your
well into the tank and reduces
or eliminates dissolved gas like
methane and Radon.
Eliminates rotten egg odors.
No chemicals needed.

